
THE BUCKET LIST: HOW MENTAL 
ACCOUNTING CAN WORK FOR 
INVESTORS (PART 2)

Bucketing can help investors stay the 
course during tough market conditions, 
but can it also boost long-term 
investment returns? In the second part of 
this series, Dan Miles explains how it can 
deliver on both fronts. 

Mental accounting – putting money into different 

buckets for different purposes – is often held out as 

a behavioural bias. But not every behavioural bias is 

naturally directed towards damaging behaviour. 

A ‘bucketing’ investment approach to finances, when 

constructed with the advice of a good financial planner, 

is one such approach. It aligns well with goals-based 

investing and investors’ natural behavioural tendencies.

Older investors in particular need to manage 

sequencing risk. 

We know that a goals-based bucketing investment 

approach can change behaviour (we explored evidence 

last month showing how actual investor returns lag 

fund returns due to the timing of withdrawals). 

But it also has another benefit: withdrawals are only 

made on the cash or defensive assets, allowing more 

time for growth assets to rebound. Withdrawals on a 

balanced fund, by way of contrast, are taken evenly 

across all underlying assets. 

We explore the impact of a hypothetical GFC-style event 

on a goals-based investment approach compared to a 

traditional balanced fund below.

GOALS-BASED BUCKETS VERSUS 
BALANCED PORTFOLIO

Take a hypothetical couple, John and Sue, who are 

planning to retire next year when they turn 65. They 

have $1.2 million to invest comprised of $1 million in 

super and $200,000 in cash-like investments. They also 

own their own home outright, valued at $800,000, but 

want to leave this for their children. 

John and Sue tell their adviser they have three major 

goals (in descending order of priority): 

• They need to draw down an annual income of  

 $60,000 a year to fund their lifestyle. 

• They would like an extra $20,000 a year to pay for  

 a couple of holidays.

• They would like to renovate their home in three  

 years’ time for $100,000.  
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1 Assumptions: We used historical returns from 1995 to simulate future returns. We used out of sample back tested returns for the Innova portfolios. 
We assumed that the portfolio allocations were rebalanced whenever the Innova preservation portfolio (or safety bucket) moved below 10 per cent of 
the total allocation. The goals buckets were rebalanced back to the original percentage allocations.

Their psychological tolerance for risk is ‘balanced’, 

which equates to a 68% growth and 32% defensive  

asset allocation. 

Their adviser could invest their assets in a balanced 

portfolio but, knowing the dangers of sequencing risk 

and concerned about their peace of mind, invests in 

three separate investment buckets aligned with their 

(inflation-adjusted) goals. 

BUCKETS ALIGNED WITH GOALS

John and Sue put six years’ worth of essential living 

expenses – their highest priority – in the low-volatility 

Innova Preservation portfolio. 

They invest five years’ worth of holiday expenditure in 

the higher-returning Innova Wealth Creation portfolio. 

As semi-annual holidays are not a priority, they agree to 

forgo them during a market downturn.

They decided to invest the $100,000 to cover their future 

home renovations in three years’ time in the Innova 

Preservation portfolio as the money was required within 

a short time frame. However, this was their lowest priority 

goal, and they are comfortable delaying renovations 

during a market downturn. In a market downturn they 

would instead use this $100,000 to further fund their 

essential living expenses to avoid drawing down on their 

higher growth portfolios for as long as possible.

The remainder of John and Sue’s wealth is split across 

Innova’s Wealth Creation Portfolio and highest-growth 

Aspiration Portfolio to fund their long-term retirement. 

It produces an overall asset allocation of: 

This goals-based investment portfolio produces a 

slightly more defensive overall split, but one that is still 

in line with John and Sue’s balanced risk profile. 

GOALS-BASED BUCKETING RESULTS 

We compare three hypothetical market scenarios as 

John and Sue draw an income from their Innova goals-

based buckets, as described above, versus drawing an 

income from the Mercer Balanced Portfolio1.

Our first baseline scenario shows the impact of a GFC 

style event that strikes outside of the retirement risk 

zone (the years where sequencing risk has the greatest 

impact – commonly 5 years before retirement and 10 

years post retirement). The goals-based approach has 

some periods of underperformance when John and Sue 

are in their early-70s and again around ages 77-78 but 

then outperforms significantly from age 79 when the 

GFC event hits. 

Rather than simply comparing headline performance 

numbers, the far more relevant question is whether the 

client has actually achieved their goals? 

In this case, yes: a goals-based bucketing approach 

has created a smoother investment ride and stretched 

John and Sue’s income further into retirement. Our next 

hypothetical scenario shows the impact of a GFC style 

event at the beginning of retirement – the worst time 

such an event can occur. We used actual GFC returns 

and, to create a more realistic scenario, managed John 

and Sue’s spending as they planned – they delayed 

their home renovations and their holidays for two years. 

The rest of their spending throughout their retirement 

remained the same. 

This scenario shows the immense difference a goals-

based portfolio can have in the face of a large market 

meltdown at the beginning of retirement. 

John and Sue did not have to draw down on their other 

higher-growth portfolios for six years as their Innova 

Preservation portfolio covered their essential living 

expenses. This allowed the Innova Wealth Creation and 

Aspiration portfolios to recover losses before a sell down 

was required to rebalance their goals-based portfolio. 

Preservation
Wealth 

Creation
Aspiration

Dollar 

Allocation
$505,418 $466,363 $228,217

Percentage 

Allocation
42% 39% 19%

Max expected 

annual 

drawdown

5% 15% 40%

Balanced
Innova 

Goals-Based 
Equivalent

Mercer 
Balanced

Growth 68% 54% 55%

Defensive 32% 46% 45%

SCENARIO 1: BASE LINE - GFC STYLE EVENT OUTSIDE OF RETIREMENT RISK ZONE
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Important Information

This document has been prepared by Innova Asset Management Pty Ltd, ABN 99 141 
597 104, which is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Fortnum Private Wealth Pty 
Ltd, AFSL 357306.

The information contained in this document is commentary only. It is not intended to 
be, nor should it be construed as, investment advice. The views expressed are subject 
to change at any time based on market and other conditions. To the extent permitted 
by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on 
this information. Before making any investment decision you need to consider your 
particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.

Dan Miles 
Managing Director & Co-Chief Investment Officer

Dan miles is the Managing Director & Co-Chief Investment Officer of Innova Asset 

Management. Innova is a boutique risk-focused portfolio manager that has been 

managing client portfolios for 8 years. Innova was founded on the principles of providing 

robust and research-intensive insights to help investors meet their financial goals. The 

firm focuses on managing the multi-faceted nature of investment risks for clients. 

INNOVA ASSET MANAGEMENT PTY LTD ACN 141 597 104

 Client Services: (02) 8203 9130

 operations@innovaam.com.au

CONTACT US :

or speak to your adviser

www.innovaam.com.au
401,93-95 Pacific Highway, North Sydney NSW 2060

Our final hypothetical scenario shows the impact of a 

GFC style event five years after retirement. We again 

used actual GFC returns and assumed John and Sue 

delayed their planned holidays during the market 

drawdown and for several years after. 

This scenario also shows a significant difference between 

a traditional approach and a goals-based approach, 

which can potentially boost retiree investment income 

for many years.

While every personal circumstance is different, these 

three hypothetical scenarios show that a goals-based 

bucketing approach has much to recommend it. It 

naturally works with the way people think about their 

finances, and so positively changes their behaviour, 

leading to stronger retirement incomes.

Contact Innova Asset Management for further 

information about our goals-based investment 

approach.

SCENARIO 2: GFC STYLE EVENT AT BEGINNING OF RETIREMENT
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SCENARIO 3: GFC STYLE EVENT 5 YEARS AFTER RETIREMENT
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